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Vertically Integrated Architectures: Versioned Data Models, Implicit Services, and Persistence-Aware ProgrammingApress, 2018

	
		Understand how and why the separation between layers and tiers in service-oriented architectures holds software developers back from being truly productive, and how you can remedy that problem. 

	
		Strong processes and development tools can help developers write more complex software, but large amounts of code can...
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Expert One-on-One J2EE Development without EJBWrox Press, 2004
Are your J2EE projects taking too long to develop? Are they hard to debug? Do they result in disappointing performance? You may still be using traditional approaches to J2EE that are overly complex and not truly object-oriented. Many of these problems relate to EJB: a complex technology that has not lived up to its hype.
In this hands-on guide,...
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Beginning iPhone 4 Development: Exploring the iOS SDKApress, 2011

	The authors of the bestselling Beginning iPhone 3 Development are back, with the same excellent material completely updated for iOS 4 and written from the ground up using the latest version of Apple's Xcode 3. All source code has been updated to use the latest Xcode templates and current APIs, and all-new screenshots show Xcode 3 in...
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Learning Google GuicePackt Publishing, 2013

	Utilize dependency injection to develop applications quickly and efficiently using Google Guice


	Overview

	
		Detailed coverage of the various features of Guice such as the Injector, Bindings, Providers, TypeLiterals, Scoping, Multibinders, and so on
	
		Learn how to use the various Guice-throwing...
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What Makes Great GreatDoubleday, 1996

	In What Makes the Great Great, Dennis Kimbro, author of the bestselling Think and Grow Rich: A Black Choice, introduces inspiring people who have achieved greatness in their own unique way, then highlights those qualities each of us must develop before we reach our full potential. Regardless of how you define greatness--whether...
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2011

	Android is hot, and many people are developing Android applications (apps for short).
	Perhaps you would also like to develop apps, but are unsure about how to get started.
	Although you could study Google’s online Android Developer’s Guide
	(http://developer.android.com/guide/index.html) to acquire the needed knowledge,
	you...
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Pro Hibernate and MongoDB (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Hibernate and MongoDB are a powerful combination of open source persistence and NoSQL technologies for today's Java-based enterprise and cloud application developers. Hibernate is the leading open source Java-based persistence, object relational management engine, recently repositioned as an object grid management engine. ...
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Pro Core Data for iOS, Second Edition (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	Interest in developing apps for Apple’s iOS platform continues to rise, and more great apps

	appear in Apple’s App Store every day. As people like you join the app-creation party, they usually

	discover that their apps must store data on iOS devices to be useful. Enter Pro Core Data for iOS,

	written for developers who...
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Beginning iPhone Development with Swift 2: Exploring the iOS SDKApress, 2015

	This is the definitive guide to the Swift programming language and the iOS 9 SDK, and the source code has been updated to reflect Xcode 7 and Swift 2.


	There’s up-to-date coverage of new Apple technologies as well as significant updates to existing material. You'll have everything you need to create your very own...
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Python for Offensive PenTest: A practical guide to ethical hacking and penetration testing using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Your one-stop guide to using Python, creating your own hacking tools, and making the most out of resources available for this programming language

	
		Key Features

		
			Comprehensive information on building a web application penetration testing framework using Python
	
			Master web...
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Java Persistence with MyBatis 3Packt Publishing, 2013

	Getting started with the MYBatis framework is greatly simplified with this step-by-step guide that’s packed with practical exercises. Now you can quickly and confidently take your Java capabilities into the arena of data persistence.


	Overview

	
		Detailed instructions on how to use MyBatis with XML and...
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Writing Fiction For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	5o, you want to write a novel? Great! Writing a novel Is a worthwhile goal.
	It'll challenge you, stretch you, and change you. Getting It published will
	gain you respect from your family and friends, and It may even earn you a bit
	of fame and money.


	But respect, fame, and money aren't the only reasons for writing a...
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